-r f (y-x.z) 2 ?-* (t,x;x,dy)= (B-» (t,x)z,z)
T-tJ t,x t,x T-> t n n n n V (x) e for z = <z 1 ,...,z m > € R m , where P-> -> (t,x;x,A) is the t , X n n probability of the event that the quasi-diffusion process is in the state belonging to the Borel set A at the moment t, while it was in x x ,x states at earlier moments t ,... 
We will use the following notation for differential
> IR denote a function integrable in R* with respect to probability measures P-» (t,x;x,dy), for all t , X -> n n t , t, T, x , x, which means that for n n u-> -> (t,x;x) := f g(y) P-» (t,x;x,dy)
we have |u-> (t,x) | s K < +» .
t , X n n
Using now the known equality (4) P-> -» (t ,x ;T,A) = t , x n n n-1 n-1
= I P-> (t, x; t, A) P-» (t ,x ; t, dx)
= f u-> (t,y;x) P-» (t ,x ;t,dy) .
Conditions (l)-(3) can be written in the following form :
(1*) P-> (t,x;x,v'(x)) = o(x-t) ,
t , x e n n (2*) f (y-x) P-» (t,x;T,dy) = A-> (t,x) (x-t) + o (x-t), 
then, the function u-> -> (t ,x ;x) posesses the t ,* n n n-1 n-1 derivative flu-» (t ,x ;t) t ,x n n n-1 n-1 at n the following equation Is fulfilled
n-1 n-1 and the following condition holds 11m u-> (t ,x ;x) = g(x ) . t . x n n n t -> T n-1 n-1 n Proof.
We have t s t <...<t <t <t<x. 0 1 n-1 n Expanding the function u-> (t,y;x) into the corresponding t , X n n Taylor power series In the neighbourhood V (x ) of the point C n x € R m we have n (6) u-> (t ,y;x)-u-> (t,x ;x) = (y-x,V)u-> (t,x ;x) + t , x n t , x n t , x n n n n n n n 1 2 + ^ (y-x,7) u-> -> (t,x ;x) + r-> (t,x;x ;y) , c.
t , x n t , x n n n n n where yeV(x)={z€lR IB ; |z-x I < e >, and C n (3) we have u-> -» (t ,x ;x)-U-> -» (t,x ;X) = t , x n n t i x n n n n n
= [ [u-> -» (t,y;T)-U-> -> (t,x ;x)] P-> -> (t ,x ;t,dy) =
Jt,x t,x n t , x nn IpD n n n n n-1 n-1 = | [u-> (t,y;x)-u-> (t,x ;x)]P-> (t ,x ;t,dy) + J t ,x t , x n t , x nn V (x ) C n n-1 n-1 + O (t-t ) C n Using (6) we have (9) u-> -» (t,x ;x) -u-> -> (t,x ;x) = t ,x n t ,x n n-1 n-1 n n = r-> -> (t,x;x ) + O (t-t ) + t , x n e n n n f (y-x , V)u-> (t,x ; x) + }r (y-x ,V) 2 u-> (t,x ;x) J I n t ,x n d n t,x n I • n n n n • V (x ) C n P-> (t ,x ; t, dy) , t , x n n n-1 n-1 where (t,x;x ) = f r-> (t,x;x ,y)P-> (t ,x ;t,dy) t.., X. n J t , x n t , x n n n n n n n-1 n-1 V (x ) e n From (7) wei have the Inequality (2), (3), ((2 ) and (3 ) ) we get u-> -» (t ,x ;t) -u-> -> (t,x ;x) t ,x n n t ,x n n-1 n-1 n n _ t-t n = (A-> -» (t , x ), V) u-> -> (t,x ; t) + t , x n n t ,x n n-1 n-1 n n .
O (t-t ) + i (B->
(t ,x )V,V) u-> (t.x ;t) + ii-. ¿t,x nn t,x n .. n-1 n-1 n n t-t n Since partial derivatives of the function u-> -> (t,x ;x) t , x n n n are continuous, then taking the limit with t -» t we have n
• U-> (t ,X ;t) + t , x n n n-1 n-1 + ^ (B-> (t , x )7,7) u-> (t ,x ;x) , £ t , x nn t , x nn n-1 n-1 n-1 n-1 or in the equivalent form
The second part of our Theorem follows easily from the equality u-> -> (t ,x ;t) = I g(y) P-> -> (t ,x ;x,dy) = t , x nn J t , x nn n-1 n-1 _m n-1 n-1 u\
From our assumption the function g : IR m -> I R is bounded and continuous. Therefore, taking into account that e is arbirarily chosen we have lim u-> -» (t ,x ;t) = g(x ) . t , x n n n t -) T n-1 n-1 n This completes the proof of our Theorem. 
